In XCS classifier fitness is based on the relative accuracy of the classifier prediction [3] . A classifier is more fit if its prediction of the expected payoff is more accurate than the prediction given by the other classifiers that are applied in the same situations. The use of relative accuracy has two major implications. First, because the evaluation of fitness is based on the relevance that classifiers have in some situations, classifiers that are the only ones applying in a certain situation have a high fitness, even if they are inaccurate. As a consequence, inaccurate classifiers might be able to reproduce so to cause reduced performance; as already noted by Wilson (personal communication reported in [1]). In addition, because the computation of classifier fitness is based both (i) on the classifier accuracy and (ii) on the classifier relevance in situations in which it applies, in XCS, classifier fitness does not provide information about the problem solution, but rather an indication of the classifier relevance in the encountered situations. Accordingly, it is not generally possible to tell whether a classifier with a high fitness is accurate or not, just looking at the fitness. To have this kind of information, we need the prediction error ε which provides an indication of the raw classifier accuracy.
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Relative Accuracy. In XCS, a classifier cl consists of a condition, an action, and four main parameters: (i) the prediction cl.p, which estimates the payoff that the system expects when cl is applied; (ii) the prediction error cl.ε, which estimates the error of the prediction cl.p; (iii) the fitness cl.F, which estimates the accuracy of the payoff prediction given by cl.p; and finally (iv) the numerosity cl.num, which indicates how many copies of classifiers with the same condition and the same action are present in the population. In XCS the update of classifier fitness consists of three steps. First, for all the classifiers cl in [A], the raw accuracy cl.κ is computed:
−ν otherwise; α is usually 0.1; ν is usually 5. A classifier is considered to be accurate if its prediction error cl.ε is smaller than the threshold ε 0 ; a classifier that is accurate has a raw accuracy cl.κ equal to one. A classifier is considered to be inaccurate if its prediction error ε is larger than ε 0 ; the raw accuracy cl.κ of an inaccurate classifier cl is computed as a potential descending slope given by α(cl.ε/ε 0 ) −ν . Classifier fitness now conveys different information since raw accuracy does not provide any knowledge about the classifier relative accuracy in the encountered situations. With relative accuracy this information is obtained through the use of classifier numerosity, and it is intrinsically exploited in Wilson's XCS when fitness is used, i.e.: (i) when the system prediction is computed; (ii) when offspring classifiers are selected from [A] with probability proportional to their fitness (see [3] for details). With raw accuracy, this information can be obtained by combining raw accuracy and numerosity either during the computation of the system prediction, either during the selection of offspring classifiers. This gives raise to four different XCS versions, which differ in the way raw accuracy and numerosity are combined. The first model, XCSnn, implements the most basic approach possible: classifier fitness is updated using the raw accuracy κ, but classifier numerosity is never used. XCSnn lacks of any information regarding the classifier relevance in the environmental niche which is instead available with relative accuracy. The second model, XCSnga, extends XCSnn by introducing numerosity for selecting offspring classifiers: fitness is updated using κ, classifier numerosity is used during offspring selection, i.e., the probability of selecting a classifier cl is proportional to cl.F ×cl.num. The third model, XCSne, uses numerosity both for computing system prediction both for offspring selection. The fourth model, XCSnu, does not update fitness; raw accuracy κ is used as the measure of fitness; this is equivalent to have cl.F ← cl.κ so as to eliminate the parameter F ; classifier fitness is thus computed directly from the prediction error.
Discussion. These different versions of XCS have been compared in [2] with
Wilson's XCS [3] . Lanzi [2] shows that in simple single-step problems, XCSnu learns faster than all the other XCS versions producing also the most compact solutions (see [2] for details). In more complex problems, Wilson's XCS learns faster than XCSnu and XCSne but it produces larger populations. Overall, the results reported in [2] suggest that raw accuracy might result in interesting performance, although Wilson's relative accuracy appears to provide the best trade-off.
